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and in her strange Mongolian beauty, heard of the intrigue,
He made his way unannounced to her apartment, and she
had just time to hide her lover in a large bronze bath, which
stood full of water and with firewood ready to be lit
under it. The Emperor and his daughter chatted as usual,
and she recited her poems. Aurungzeb then, being informed
by a spy of the hiding-place of the poet, ordered the fire to
be lit, and a heavy weight to be placed on the cover of the
bath. It is said that neither lover showed any sign of pain
during this terrible ordeal, and while the poet was boiled
to death, the Emperor and his daughter continued to dis-
cuss poetry. Though Aurungzeb had his informer killed,
the crime became known to Bernier and to the general
public, who idolized the Princess as they had idolized the
unhappy and charming Khusru, the victim of Jahangir.
The painting shows the Princess mourning under the tree
where her lover is buried, and the verses at the top mean
'the painter has here drawn a living picture of this idol of
China. Life itself were not too great a price to pay to
look upon his face*. The first reference is of course to
the Chinese beauty of the Princess, for the Mogul Court
greatly admired the golden complexion and the long eyes
of the Chinese type; and the second verse seems to mean
that the Princess is ready to die to see her lover once more.
She did not long survive him, but was buried in the *Gar-
den of Thirty Thousand Trees' by the Kabul gate of Delhi:
her tomb was destroyed when the railway was built.
The extreme artificiality of the Court poets of the Mogul
Era is illustrated by the poems of this ill-fated Princess,
whose mother was a Persian:
Like Laik I, my heart like Majnun loves:
Manlike my mind to desert spaces moves,
But woman's shyness anchors fast my heart.
Lo!  To my garden comes the nightingale:
My pupil she in love's melodious tale,
The moth himself my pupil in love's art.
This is true to its Persian models, devoted to the tales of
Laila and Majnun, or of Yusuf and Zuleikha which form

